Deconstructing Impact Investing

by Paul Brest and Kelly Born

In corporate philanthropy, the focus is shifting from counting inputs to measuring social impact. Yet there is considerable confusion about the meaning of social impact. And the concept is even more complex in the emerging practice of impact investing. This report, which inaugurates The Conference Board Giving Thoughts series, sheds light on the concepts of enterprise, investment, nonmonetary impact, and the key requirement of “additionality.” By carefully examining the parameters and assumptions underlying the “impact” in impact investments, this edition of the series lays the foundation for a more focused discussion of assessing philanthropic and impact investing outcomes.

An impact investor seeks to produce beneficial social or environmental outcomes that would not occur but for his investment in a social enterprise. In international development and carbon markets, this is called additionality. With this core concept in mind, we define the practice of impact investing as actively placing capital in enterprises that generate social or environmental goods, services, or ancillary benefits (such as creating jobs), with expectations for financial returns ranging from below market (sacrificed in favor of social or environmental impact) to above market. This intentionally capacious concept avoids arguing about definitions and, instead, places the focus on the central question of what counts as impact.

Intentionality and Impact

Like philanthropists, impact investors invariably intend to achieve social or environmental goals. They are, by definition, socially motivated. Their goals may be as specific as providing anti-malaria bed nets to residents of a region in Africa or as general as doing environmental good.

---

* This Giving Thoughts is based on Paul Brest and Kelly Born, “Unpacking the ‘impact’ in impact investing,” Stanford Social Innovation Review, Creative Commons Attribution-NoDerivs 3.0 License (http://www.ssireview.org/articles/entry/unpacking_the_impact_in_impact_investing).
In contrast, *socially neutral investors* are indifferent to the social consequences of their investments. Many endowments invest in a socially neutral manner, as do individuals who invest through money managers or funds whose only mandate is to maximize financial returns.

Perhaps there is a utopia where all investors are motivated by social as well as financial objectives, and hence where every investment is an impact investment. Even in such a world, however, as long as investors have diverse social goals, a given investor's socially motivated investment will be made in a market where other investors do not necessarily share the same goals and will therefore be socially neutral with respect to that particular investment.

Whatever an investor’s intention, the fundamental question addressed in this article is one of fact: whether an investment actually has social or environmental impact (hereafter, simply “social impact”). Yet while social impact can be achieved unintentionally, this does not mean that intention is unimportant. For one thing, results can be measured and impact assessed only with respect to a particular goal. Moreover, in business and philanthropy, as in all other spheres of life, people are more likely to achieve results that they intentionally seek.

One consequence of separating impact from intention, however, is that socially neutral investors can unintentionally contribute to impact—whether in terms of their own values or someone else’s. For example, socially neutral investors, motivated only by profit, have contributed to the social impact of telecommunications companies in both the developed and developing world.

In the remainder of this article we explore three parameters of impact:

1. enterprise impact, or the impact of the enterprise itself;
2. investment impact, or investors’ contribution to the enterprise’s impact; and
3. nonmonetary impact, or the contribution of nonmonetary activities to the enterprise’s impact.

Impact implies *but-for* causation, and therefore depends on the idea of the counterfactual—on what would have happened if a particular investment or activity had not occurred. The enterprise itself has impact only if it produces social outcomes that would not otherwise have occurred. And for an investment or non-monetary activity to have impact, it must provide additionality—that is, it must increase the quantity or quality of the enterprise’s social outcomes beyond what would otherwise have occurred. We will have more to say about the relevant counterfactual in each section below.

### Enterprise Impact

The impact of investors and other actors ultimately depends on the impact of the enterprise they support. An enterprise can have social impact in several ways. The first two are fundamental:

- **Product impact** is the social impact of the *goods or services* produced by the enterprise (e.g., providing anti-malaria bed nets, clean water, financial services, or efficient energy).
- **Operational impact** is the impact of the enterprise’s management practices on its employees’ health and economic security, its effect on jobs or other aspects of the well-being of the community in which it operates, or the environmental effects of its supply chain and operations. Some of these are often described as *environmental, social, and governance (ESG)* factors.

Product or operational impact can sometimes be multiplied when an enterprise operates in collaboration with others:

- **Collective impact** is the social impact of nonprofit organizations, foundations, government agencies, and businesses working together to tackle a community-wide problem.
- **Sector impact** is an enterprise’s social impact, beyond its particular mission, on the markets and sectors in which it operates. For example, the Monterrey, Mexico-based IGNIA “believe[s] that by providing financial and strategic support to high-impact social enterprises we can better enable them to achieve commercial success. Their commercial success will attract eager entrants and will foster the development of new industries.” An enterprise is unlikely to have sector impact unless it has product or operational impact.

### Outputs and outcomes

In assessing enterprise impact, one must distinguish between outputs and outcomes. An *output* is the product or service produced by an enterprise; the (ultimate) *outcome* is the effect of the output in improving people’s lives. Therefore the impact investor must answer two quite different questions:

1. To what extent, if any, will the intended output (whether a product or operational benefit) occur?
2. To what extent will the output contribute to the intended outcome? (The counterfactual is that the outcome would have occurred in any event.)

Consider an investor supporting an organization that manufactures and distributes bed nets with the goal of reducing morbidity and mortality from malaria. The focus...
of the first question is whether the bed nets were manufactured and distributed. It is answered mainly by looking at the quantity and quality of the organization’s outputs.

The second question is whether the bed nets actually reduced malaria in the target population. For example, they may not be properly placed above people’s beds or may be used for fishing instead of protection against malaria. And even if they were used properly and the intended outcome occurs, can the reduction in malaria be attributed to the enterprise? Perhaps the reduction was due to a simultaneous vaccination or mosquito eradication program. Or perhaps the enterprise just displaced the outputs of government providers or those of ordinary businesses that did not receive impact-investing subsidies and were therefore less able to compete. The second question is typically answered by employing the same social science methods used in assessing outcomes in public policy and philanthropy—for example, randomized controlled studies, quasi-experimental techniques, econometric analysis, and the like.¹³

The limitations of existing standards So far, the impact investing field has developed two prevalent sets of standardized metrics for assessing an enterprise’s social or environmental performance:

• the Impact Reporting and Investment Standards (IRIS); and
• the Global Impact Investment Rating System (GIIRS).

Although IRIS and GIIRS provide first steps toward assessing outcomes, they fall short of doing so. For example, suppose that an impact investor believes that jobs in business enterprises can reduce poverty in base-of-the-pyramid (BoP) populations. IRIS and GIIRS can measure how many people an organization employs, but not the social value of those jobs.

With rare exceptions—most notably, the field of microfinance—there have been few efforts to assess the outcomes of social enterprises.¹² Evaluation of this sort is expensive, and it typically has been funded by private foundations and international development institutions such as the World Bank. The superficiality of the current rating schemes may be a consequence of the expense, complexity, and often indeterminate results of evaluations. In this respect, impact investing is not far behind philanthropy, which has not yet succeeded in creating a comprehensive system for evaluating the performance of nonprofit organizations. However, the absence of data and analysis makes it difficult for impact investors to assess the social impact of the enterprises in which they invest.

A framework for quantifying enterprise impact If impact investors applied the same standards to social impact that they do to financial performance, they would not be satisfied with knowing that an investment will have some social impact. They would want to estimate how much impact it is likely to have. They would want to deploy their capital for the greatest impact in achieving a particular goal and, indeed, might pursue alternative goals if the expected impact was too low. The analysis of the magnitude of enterprise impact thus involves an assessment of costs and social benefits:¹³

Social Value = (Social Benefit)/(Production Cost)

For purposes of enterprise impact, production cost is the cost of producing a unit of the desired social benefit. For example, for a medical technology enterprise performing low-cost cataract surgery, the cost is the cost per person whose eyesight is restored.¹⁴ The social value is a measure of the enterprise’s efficiency in achieving enterprise impact—colloquially, its “bang for the buck.”

However, describing the enterprise’s social benefit as “eyesight restored” doesn’t answer the question of how much value the investor places on that benefit. Health economists have developed measures of how disabilities affect the quality of life,¹⁵ but these measures do not necessarily reflect investors’ social goals, which are intrinsically subjective.

In addition, any assessment of enterprise impact ought to consider net impact, taking into account the enterprise’s harms as well as benefits. Suppose the equipment that doctors use in the cataract surgery (a good) is manufactured under poor labor conditions (a bad). An investor who cares about both of these values must, however crudely, estimate how they net out.

As in the case of most social programs, enterprise impact is devilishly difficult to ascertain. Because it has been analyzed at length elsewhere,¹⁶ however, we move on to the two other forms of impact—investment and nonmonetary impact—which have not previously been defined, let alone analyzed. Without enterprise impact, however, neither investment nor nonmonetary activities can have impact. Therefore, in exploring these issues, we will assume that a particular enterprise has sufficient impact to justify the investors’ and intermediaries’ efforts to support it.
Investment Impact or Additionality

To understand the concept of investment impact, it is helpful to categorize investors based on their motivations and financial expectations.

An investor may be **socially neutral** or **socially motivated**:

- The **socially neutral** investor makes investment decisions based solely on expected financial return.
- The **socially motivated** investor values the particular products (e.g., microfinance, clean energy) or byproducts (e.g., jobs in poor neighborhoods) produced by a business enterprise. He is therefore interested in investing in that enterprise not only for its financial returns but also to increase the quantity or quality of its socially beneficial outputs.

Socially motivated investors fall into two categories:

- **Nonconcessionary** investors are not willing to make any financial sacrifice to achieve their social goals.
- **Concessionary** investors are willing to make some financial sacrifice—by taking greater risks or accepting lower returns—to achieve their social goals.

Nonconcessionary investors are also known as “financial first” investors, while concessionary investors are sometimes referred to as “impact first” investors. Most “double bottom line” impact investors—investors seeking both financial and social returns—are nonconcessionary.

In the context of philanthropy, nonconcessionary, socially motivated investments are often called **mission-related investments** (MRIs) and are distinguished from **program-related investments** (PRIs), which are generally concessionary. Program-related investments are a construct of the Internal Revenue Code, encompassing investments whose primary purpose is to accomplish one or more of the foundation’s exempt purposes and where production of income or appreciation is not a significant purpose.

In the context of philanthropy, nonconcessionary, socially motivated investments are often called **mission-related investments** (MRIs) and are distinguished from **program-related investments** (PRIs), which are generally concessionary. Program-related investments are a construct of the Internal Revenue Code, encompassing investments whose primary purpose is to accomplish one or more of the foundation’s exempt purposes and where production of income or appreciation is not a significant purpose.

**Capital benefits and the concept of additionality** To have investment impact requires meeting the criterion of **additionality**—that an investment increases the quantity or quality of the enterprise’s social output beyond what would otherwise have occurred. Assuming that, at the time of an investment, the enterprise can productively absorb more capital, the investment has impact if it provides more capital, or capital at lower cost, than the enterprise would get without it. The alternative is that the enterprise is already well capitalized and that additional resources have limited, marginal impact (or merely enrich existing equity investors).

Debra Schwartz, director of program-related investments at the MacArthur Foundation, has alliteratively summarized the kinds of capital benefits that impact investors can provide in terms of five P’s, to which we add a sixth, perspicacity:

- **Price** Investing in organizations without expecting market-rate returns, to provide risky, early stage enterprises an opportunity to develop and test the market
- **Pledge** Supporting social enterprises by guaranteeing their loans (The funds may never need to leave the donor’s account.)
- **Position** Taking a subordinated equity or debt position in a layered fund, in which socially motivated investors invest alongside socially neutral investors
- **Patience** Allowing for longer time horizons before exit than is typical of venture capital
- **Purpose** Working with an enterprise to understand where capital investments could be best put to use in pursuit of its social goals
- **Perspicacity** Identifying new investment opportunities that ordinary investors don’t see

These capital benefits enable the enterprise to experiment, scale up, or pursue social objectives to an extent that it otherwise could not. The first five are particularly relevant to investments that expect below-market returns. (The extreme case in which an impact investor provides capital benefits is one in which the enterprise would receive no capital whatsoever from socially neutral investors.) The sixth, perspicacity, may hold the key to achieving both market returns and social impact.

It is easy to see how concessionary investors can provide capital benefits to an enterprise. Assuming that the enterprise can productively deploy additional capital, a concessionary investor has investment impact virtually by definition, since he is willing to sacrifice some financial returns to achieve social benefits and he makes available capital to which an enterprise would not otherwise have access.

However, it is less clear how and when nonconcessionary investors expecting market (or better-than-market) returns have investment impact. Under the criterion of additionality, the investment must increase the quantity or quality of the social or environmental outcome beyond what would otherwise have occurred. The counterfactual is that ordinary, socially neutral investors would have provided the same capital in any event. Under the additionality criterion,
how can an impact investor expect market returns and still-provide capital benefits to the enterprise? After all, if it’s a good investment, one would expect socially neutral investors to be in it as well.

Most economists agree that it is virtually impossible for a socially motivated investor to increase the beneficial outputs of a publicly traded corporation by purchasing its stock. Suppose that a socially motivated investor buys stock in a publicly traded enterprise to increase its socially beneficial outputs. Especially if—as is generally the case—stock is purchased from existing shareholders, any benefit to the company is highly attenuated, if it exists at all. Therefore, one should be highly skeptical that investments in publicly traded securities can have investment impact.

**Market frictions** In any event, impact investing typically does not take place in large cap markets, but in domains subject to market frictions. Although some of these frictions may deter socially neutral investors from investing in socially valuable enterprises, impact investors may exploit them to reap both social benefits and market-rate financial returns. These frictions include:

- **Imperfect information** Investors at large may not know about particular opportunities—especially with respect to enterprises in developing countries or low-income communities in the United States and other developed nations—let alone have information about their risks and expected returns. But, if socially neutral investors overestimate risks or underestimate opportunities, they will undervalue potential investments.

- **Skepticism about achieving both financial returns and social impact** Investors at large may be unjustifiably skeptical that enterprises that are promoted as producing social or environmental value will yield market-rate returns. Conversely, socially motivated investors’ enthusiasm for a social outcome may lead them to believe erroneously that an investment is better than it actually is.

- **Inflexible institutional practices** Institutional investors have rules of thumb and practices—in effect, institutional heuristics—that simplify decision-making for typical cases but that may exclude potential impact investments that require more flexibility (e.g., longer time horizons) than the fund’s practices permit.

- **Small deal size** The typical impact investment is often small compared to similar private equity or venture capital investments. For this reason, the required due diligence and other transaction costs can render the investment financially unattractive regardless of its social merits.

- **Limited exit strategies resulting from undeveloped financial markets** In many developing economies, securities markets are insufficiently developed to provide reliable options for investors at large to exit their investment in a reasonable time.

- **Governance problems** Developing countries may have inadequate governance and legal regimes, creating uncertainties about property rights, contract enforcement, bribery, and the like. Navigating such regimes may require on-the-ground expertise or personal connections that are not readily available to investors at large.

We believe that nonconcessionary impact investors are especially likely to have investment impact in conditions of imperfect information—for example, in social or environmental niche markets where impact investment fund managers or other intermediaries have special expertise or intelligence on the ground. In stable or developed markets, information is widely available, but in imperfect markets the impact fund manager may (in the words of David Chen of Equilibrium Capital), “be able to see something that you don’t see.” Socially motivated investors may be particularly interested in identifying these opportunities and thus may be able to have impact even at nonconcessionary rates.

**Nonmonetary Impact**

In addition to providing capital, investors—typically fund managers rather than their limited partners—can improve an enterprise’s social outputs by offering a range of nonmonetary benefits, for example:

1. **Improving the enabling environment for social enterprises and investors** Governments and some foundations provide funding to improve the social, political, and regulatory environments in which social enterprises and their investors operate—essentially a market-building activity. In *Priming the Pump*, Matt Bannick and Paula Goldman of the Omidyar Network describe how “promoting competition, ensuring consumer protection, and promoting entrepreneurship can speed up...the development of industry sectors.”

In addition to providing public goods of these sorts, a well-designed set of investments in a sector has the potential to catalyze markets to a greater extent than the sum of random investments in individual investee enterprises. Investments in microfinance institutions have had this effect in many regions.
The **Boulder Institute** has developed scoring and rating models for microfinance institutions, established benchmarking, and introduced an open-source management information system. It has also trained thousands of MFI practitioners.24

2 **Finding and promoting impact investment opportunities** Impact investment intermediaries are critically important in discovering investment opportunities and bringing them to the attention of investors, thus helping to overcome the information failures previously noted. **Agora Partnerships** identifies early-stage impact investment opportunities in communities across Central America, focusing on small and growing businesses that are too large for microcredit support and too small for traditional bank or venture capital financing. Its clients, such as the Draper Richards Kaplan Foundation, engage Agora Partnerships to pursue impact investment opportunities in the region.

The value of these activities depends on the quality of the due diligence done in selecting enterprises and ultimately, on the enterprises’ social impact.

3 **Aggregating capital and providing other investment services** Fund managers and other intermediaries reduce transaction costs by creating economies of scale. They may also provide technical assistance to impact investors (rather than to the enterprises themselves, as discussed in point 4).

**Imprint Capital Advisors**, a San Francisco-based advisory firm, helps foundations and family offices identify domestic and global opportunities for impact investment.

4 **Providing technical and governance assistance to enterprises and helping them build strategic relationships** Fund managers and other third parties provide nonmonetary benefits, ranging from technical assistance to nascent enterprises to helping more mature enterprises develop relationships with customers, suppliers, and other partners.25

**Endeavor Global** makes use of experienced business professionals as well as teams of MBA students to assist promising entrepreneurs in meeting business challenges—from raising financing to developing human resources, and creating and negotiating term sheets.

5 **Gaining socially neutral investors** One of the unfortunate characteristics of imperfect impact investing markets is their inability to attract the large majority of socially neutral investors who demand market returns. Where such returns seem plausible, a respected institution can signal to other investors that a particular investment or an entire sector that others may have thought dubious is actually worthy of consideration. This can prove particularly important in attracting second-round financing, once the investment target and market have been validated.

**The David and Lucile Packard Foundation** made an initial $1 million equity investment, followed by a low-interest $10 million loan, in EcoTrust, a sustainable forest management firm. The foundation’s general counsel noted, “Our main reason for investing in EcoTrust Forest in this way is to demonstrate that sustainable forest practices can generate a profit so that mainstream investors will become more interested in it.”26

6 **Securing and protecting the enterprise’s social mission** Enterprises that produce socially valuable products often begin with a social mission. Enterprises whose social value comes from operational impact (e.g., good environmental practices or community benefits) may incorporate that mission from the outset or have it pressed upon them by investors.

In either case, over time an enterprise’s management and directors may discover opportunities to increase financial returns at the expense of social impact. For example, the manufacturer of products or services designed for BoP clientele may find it more profitable to market to wealthier customers, or a microfinance institution may screen out the neediest borrowers or drift into predatory practices. The dangers are especially acute as the enterprise scales up and takes on new, socially neutral investors.27

There are a number of possible protections against such mission drift, including the continual influence of socially motivated investors, embedding the mission deeply into the enterprise, contractual arrangements, becoming an accredited benefit corporation (B Corp) or otherwise adopting a corporate charter that requires or permits producing social benefits that may compromise market returns.28

**Quantifying nonmonetary impact** As always, the inquiry into impact begins with the question: does the activity increase the quantity or quality of the socially valuable outputs produced by the enterprise, compared to what would have occurred in its absence?

If so, the question then becomes “By how much?” A good starting place for quantifying nonmonetary impact is to consider (1) investors’ willingness to pay (WTP) for services such as finding opportunities, doing due diligence, and reducing transaction costs; and (2) enterprises’ WTP for technical assistance and the like.
Some of the nonmonetary benefits of improving impact-investing markets accrue to the sector as a whole and do not directly redound to particular investors and investee organizations. For this reason, a full assessment must also account for those external benefits that are not adequately captured by the participants’ WTP.

Where an intermediary organization secures new investors in a socially valuable enterprise, its nonmonetary impact is measured by the investment dollars that it brings to the table that would not otherwise have been invested. It is worth noting that the nonmonetary impact does not depend on whether the investors who assisted are socially motivated or socially neutral. Indeed, subject to the problem of mission drift mentioned above, to the extent that impact investors and their allies attract socially neutral investors to social enterprises producing market-rate returns, they may multiply their impact.

Making Use of the Impact Framework

How could an impact investor use the framework developed in this article to determine whether a proposed investment in an enterprise is likely to have social or environmental impact?

Define goals and research strategies First, the investor must define the social goals he wishes to achieve and research what strategies are available to achieve them. Let’s suppose that the investor wishes to reduce poverty in an African country. There are many possible strategies for achieving this goal, including work in health, education, microfinance, or agriculture, and creating businesses and jobs in almost any sector. Existing studies of the relative impact of these strategies do not reveal any single best one but suggest that supporting smallholder farmers in the region is among the promising approaches. These studies may provide at least a starting point for the investor’s estimation of the social value of an enterprise’s outputs in this domain.

Identify the right enterprise The investor must then identify which agricultural enterprises have a track record of success in improving the economic well-being of smallholder farmers or, if they are start-ups, have a high likelihood of success. Although IRIS and GIIRS include metrics pertaining to agriculture, they do not provide much help in assessing the enterprises’ impact. However, the investor may be able to get advice from organizations with on-the-ground experience. Indeed, rather than invest directly in an enterprise, an investor may seek to overcome information deficits by investing through a fund manager with expertise in the sector.

Choose the appropriate investment Assuming that the investor has identified a promising organization and done due diligence, he must consider what sort of investment—equity, debt, terms, amount—will improve its social outputs, and then predict the expected financial return from the investment.

Assess financial return, enterprise, and nonmonetary impact Estimating the expected financial return from an investment is a difficult but familiar exercise. Estimating social return is intrinsically much harder because of the complexities of placing values on social and environmental outcomes and predicting what outcomes an organization is likely to achieve. Estimating the value of nonmonetary contributions that directly benefit an enterprise is a commonplace task that an organization engages in whenever it hires consultants. Estimating the value of nonmonetary contributions to an entire sector is a far more speculative task.

Assess investment impact In contrast to enterprise and nonmonetary impact, assessing a particular investment’s additionality to determine its investment impact is a novel task that, so far as we know, has not previously been undertaken. In this article, we propose the questions that underlie this analysis. An investor who expects market returns must ask whether his nonconcessionary investment is likely to have investment impact, and if so, how much. An investor who is prepared to sacrifice market returns should ask how much he is willing to concede for the social value produced by the organization.

The estimations, assessments, and evaluations described here all involve costs—greater or lesser depending on their degree of rigor. While this report provides a framework for undertaking such analyses, we have no a priori commitment to a particular depth of analysis. Research and evaluation costs must be justified in terms of their likely benefits in improving the investment decision. In some instances, evaluation—especially of an enterprise’s impact—may be of great value to an entire sector of enterprises and to their investors. In these cases, the sector would likely benefit if impact investors paid their fair share of the evaluation costs—something that most philanthropists have not done.
Conclusion: Next Steps in the Analysis of Impact

The fields of corporate philanthropy and impact investing would benefit from more empirical analysis of each parameter of impact—whether enterprise, investment, or nonmonetary impact. Here are a few areas that are ripe for exploration and improvement.

The immediate pressing need in enterprise impact is for robust measures and third-party assessments of enterprises’ outputs. As with their analogs in philanthropy, IRIS and GIIRS face the challenges of multiple, complex measures, the costs of measurement, and investors’ limited interest in knowing more about impact. GiveWell, the Center for High Impact Philanthropy, Philanthropedia, and Charity Navigator 3.0 are beginning to provide donors with information about an enterprise’s outputs, and occasionally outcomes, in the belief that donors will respond to reliable information presented in a clear format. It seems reasonable to believe that impact investors would be at least as responsive to easily digestible information.

In the short term, we hope that B Lab, which administers GIIRS, will continue to refine the distinction between (1) products and services versus operational metrics and (2) outputs versus outcomes. Better collaboration between the impact investing community, organizations promoting corporate social responsibility, and groups aiming to assess enterprise impact would likely improve these efforts.

The assessment of outcomes cannot be routinized in the same way as the assessment of outputs and will continue to require large scale studies of the sort done by the MIT Poverty Action Lab and Innovations for Poverty Action—studies that, realistically, will be funded only by foundations and international development organizations. Investment impact and nonmonetary impact are less well understood and are in need of rigorous case studies that examine the impact of activities in a variety of contexts. Questions to be addressed include:

- Under what circumstances do nonconcessionary investors have impact by providing capital that the markets would not otherwise provide? We believe that the investment impact of nonconcessionary investments depends on exploiting the frictions that characterize imperfect markets, but it would be valuable to see how this plays out in actual cases.
- How can market frictions be reduced so as to attract socially neutral investors to socially valuable enterprises, and who has the incentives to reduce them?
- When are grants preferable to equity investments (and vice versa), when are equity investments preferable to loans (and vice versa), and when are the various forms of support and financing complementary?
- How can one monetize the value of various nonmonetary contributions to enterprises and investors, and how can this analysis be useful in prioritizing opportunities for nonmonetary support?
- What are the appropriate roles for government and philanthropy in creating infrastructure, improving the environment in which impact investing takes place, and providing subsidies? And under what conditions do subsidies crowd out market investors or have other counterproductive effects?

Addressing these questions would produce useful generalizations that could guide the work of enterprises and intermediaries in the field as well as investment decisions.
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The calculation would actually be more complicated if one applied a discount factor for benefits that occur only in the future.
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20 But the provision of funds alone does not ensure investment impact. For example, investors might demand such a high return that they compromise the enterprise’s ability to pursue its social mission by limiting the amount of capital, or by gobbling up all the available assets as collateral, or by preventing dilutive equity issuances, thus inhibiting the raising of additional capital.


22 For example, one impact investor told us that he believed that some socially neutral investors were unjustifiably skeptical about the returns from community development projects. Conversation with Michael Dorsey, Westley Group, September 11, 2012.


30 A 2010 survey of philanthropists and impact investors suggests that the vast majority are not willing to make any effort to gain information about the actual social or environmental impact of their investments. See Money for Good: The US Market for Impact Investments and Charitable Gifts from Individual Donors and Investors, Hope Consulting, 2010, [http://hopeconsulting.us/pdf/Money%20for%20Good_Final.pdf].
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